Clusterin may be involved in rat liver allograft tolerance.
Little is known about the possible role of complement inhibitors on tolerance induced by liver allografts. Clusterin, which is a plasma glycoprotein, inhibits cytolytic membrane attack complex (MAC) of complement by binding to soluble C5b-7 complex. The role of clusterin in relation to the naturally achieved tolerance in a rat orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) has not been investigated before. Here we determined the kinetics of clusterin expression at different post-transplantation time points in a tolerogenic model (DA-PVG) where rejection was naturally overcome without any immunosuppressive drugs in comparison with the syngenic OLT model (DA-DA). Peripheral blood and liver tissues were taken from OLT at various post-operative time points. A strong expression of soluble clusterin was observed on post-transplantation day 7, which occurred at the peak of the rejection in this tolerogenic OLT model. The expression of clusterin remained strong even after tolerance was achieved. The intensity of clusterin expression was much stronger when compared with the syngenic OLT (DA-DA) model after OLT. A strong expression of clusterin mRNA was also observed in the tolerogenic model on post-OLT day (POD) 7 and the expression persisted when compared with the syngenic model on post-OLT day 60. Our data have shown that the strongest levels of clusterin during the reaction phase in tolerogenic OLT may be involved in tolerance induction.